The lawyer made a final vindication was an admission of theft itself, Mr. Nizer stated that there were 500 plagiarism in the United States. "Most of them are women," she said. "We have a shortage of two to one on Venus. I'm thinking of taking a break even if I lose it." Then she got the idea of going to college on this planet from watching a Venusian television program about life on Earth. When asked her opinion about life on Earth, she replied, "You earth people are very interesting. We've six centuries ahead of you, but for a backward race you do rather well."

The interview was part of a publicity promotion for a major social event on campus.

New Policy in Ohio

Admission policy changes are being made in Ohio, too — especially with regard to entrance requirements. Now, it seems, a person can get into Ohio State University by obtaining a proper police recommendation. Cleveland resident, for example, was recommended on grounds of housebreaking.
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